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Getting Started

What is cloud rendering technology?

Cloud rendering technology allows you to run your application client (application with an engine such as UE or Unity)
on cloud computing resources while end-users access and interact with the application through a video stream.

What development steps should I take to integrate CAR PaaS?

Connect to TencentCloud APIs on the backend and integrate the SDK on the business frontend. 

Does CAR support on-premises deployment?

No, on-premises deployment isn't supported.

FAQs
CAR Basics
Last updated：2022-12-08 14:18:15
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Billing

Can a CAR concurrency pack be upgraded?

Currently, the configuration of a CAR concurrency pack cannot be upgraded after it’s purchased. If you want an
upgraded concurrency pack, you can return the concurrency pack first and then purchase a different one.
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What preparations should I make before integration?

Please see Getting Started and Integration Demo.

Does the  Region  parameter in CAR TencentCloud APIs indicate the concurrency pack
region?

No.  Region  is a common parameter of CAR TencentCloud APIs and doesn't need to be specified, as CAR will

select the optimal access region based on  UserIP .

Does CAR support user queuing?

The queue page of CAR needs to be developed by you. For more information, see Queue Feature.

What do  UserId  and  RequestId  mean respectively?

 UserId  is the custom unique user identifier passed in to CAR, such as  user123456 . After CAR receives the

requested TencentCloud API, it will return a  RequestId , such as  01fdc815-c4e7-4642-819e-

a011856dfd5a1 , to the business.

How do I view  RequestId ?

1. Get  RequestId  of  CreateSession  on the Network tab in Chrome DevTools.

2. The returned values of the TencentCloud API include  RequestId . We recommend you record it on the

business backend.

Can I get the public IP of the CAR resources to implement access allowlists or other
features?

No. The public IP provided by CAR is not fixed, so you need to open UDP port 8000 to all source IPs. If there are no
special security problems, we recommend you open all UDP ports.

CAR Integration
Integration
Last updated：2022-12-08 14:41:30

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49612
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49646
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49615#.E6.8E.92.E9.98.9F.E5.8A.9F.E8.83.BD
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What is a CAR concurrency pack? How do I determine the max number of concurrent users?

To use CAR services for your application, you need to purchase a concurrency pack. When you configure a pack, you
can select the max number of concurrencies (i.e. the max number of concurrent users). Each concurrency supports
access by only one user at a time. You can select the number and region of concurrencies based on the average and

peak numbers of concurrent users you expect to access your application as well as the users’ region.

When a user directly exits the client or webpage, how long does it take to release a
concurrency?

If the user directly closes the page to close the connection to CAR, because DestroySession is not called, CAR will
wait 90 seconds for the user to reconnect, after which the concurrency will be released.

How do I know that a user closes the CAR connection?

We recommend you directly maintain a heartbeat between the business backend and the client to detect whether the
user is connected.

How do I immediately release a CAR concurrency?

The backend actively calls the DestroySession API.

What should I do if a message indicating that there are no idle concurrencies is prompted
when CAR calls the API for applying for a concurrency?

You can troubleshoot as follows:

Concurrencies cannot be scheduled if there are no concurrency packs in the console. Check whether you have
purchased a CAR concurrency pack.
Check whether the requested project is bound to a concurrency pack in the console. If not, bind it to a concurrency
pack with the same concurrency scale.

Check whether there are any idle concurrencies (i.e., concurrencies that are not currently being occupied by a user)
under the requested project in the console. After the last user exits the application, it will take some time for the
concurrency to be cleared and released. A user can access the application only after a concurrency becomes idle.

Can I call  ApplyConcurrent  and  CreateSession  repeatedly? Will a new concurrency
or the original one be connected to in a repeated call?

 ApplyConcurrent  and  CreateSession  can be called repeatedly. If the original concurrency hasn’t been

repossessed, it will be connected to, and the original client connection will close. If the original concurrency has

Concurrency Scheduling
Last updated：2022-09-16 16:52:15

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49967
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49967
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already been repossessed, a new concurrency will be connected to. 

Will the connection close if the user performs no operations for a long time?

CAR doesn't actively close the user connection, so you need to actively close the connection based on the SDK
callback. To set the duration after which the concurrency will become considered idle (i.e., the duration a user is idle
and performs no operations), you can customize the  idleThreshold  parameter in the init API. After you receive

the callback, you can call DestroySession to release the concurrency.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49627#tcgsdk.init(params)
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49967
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SDK
Last updated：2023-02-02 16:29:21

SDK for JavaScript

Why does the console report the "setServerDescription" error in the browser?

Generally, this error occurs because the structure hierarchy of the request used by  CreateSession  to get 

 ServerSession  is incorrect. You can print the returned result to understand how to get  ServerSession .

Why is a failure (other than 0) returned when I enable the data channel?

You need to create a data channel after receiving  onConnectSuccess  called back by the SDK.

How do I implement automatic landscape/portrait mode switching on the mobile client?

As the cloud stream is fixed in landscape mode, the image needs to be rotated to be displayed in portrait mode on the 
mobile client. You can pass in the  autoRotateContainer  (container rotation) and 

 autoRotateMountPoint  (mount point rotation) parameters to  init .

Why can’t automatic playback work in Weixin?

Due to restrictions of WebView on Weixin for iOS, a media file can be played back only after the user clicks it. You can 
initialize the CAR SDK after the  WeixinJSBridgeReady  callback is returned. We recommend you add an 

interactive UI to ask the end user to click the media file.

Which cursor modes are available?

Currently, there are three modes:
 0 : No cursor is delivered.

 1 : The delivered cursor is rendered by the SDK.

 2 : The cursor is rendered in the cloud, which has a longer latency than mode  1 .

We recommend you use mode  0  or  1 . The default mode is  0 . For the specific implementation process, see 

JavaScript SDK.

SDK Plugin

Why is the click direction of the stick button incorrect?

If this happens, we recommend creating a stick after  connectSuccess  and try again.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49627
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When can I create a data channel?

A data channel is created based on a normal connection. We recommend you create a data channel after
 onConnectSuccess . For more information, see Data Channel.

Is there any limit on the size of a data packet to be transferred?

There is no limit on the size of a data packet to be transferred. However, a UDP packet can be up to 64 KB in size,

and we recommend you keep the packet size less than 1500 bytes (i.e., the maximum transmission unit (MTU)). If the
packet is too large, we recommend you split it; otherwise, too much data will be upstreamed, which tends to cause
congestion and affect the user experience.

Will the local proxy port received by the cloud application change?

Generally, the port won't change. However, it will change after a reconnection, for example, when the user refreshes
the page and enters the application again on the frontend.

Data Channels
Last updated：2022-11-15 16:09:17

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/51428
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What encoding formats are used?

CAR uses H.264 encoding by default. In scenarios supporting H.265, it will use both H.265 and H.264 encoding in an
adaptive manner.

Why is the displayed window image incomplete?

You can troubleshoot as follows: 

Check whether only one application is started and whether the window size exceeds the desktop size. 
Check whether a process with the same class name and window name as those of the specified application existed
during startup. The temporary process might be captured.

Image
Last updated：2022-09-14 15:35:44
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Cloud Application
Last updated：2023-02-02 16:28:38

UE Application Operations in the Cloud

Why is the cloud window resolution different from the expected resolution?

This may be because the support for a high DPI isn't added during UE4 application packaging.

Why doesn't the cloud application respond after the user clicks a screen interaction button?

If the UE application hides the cursor by default, the cursor will actually be locked at the center of the Windows image. 
In this case, CAR cannot convert a click event on the mobile device to a cloud click event with the corresponding 

coordinates. You need to make sure that the mouse position is changeable at any time, so that users can directly click 
in the cloud environment.

Why does a warning of an early graphics card driver version pop up when the user starts a 
UE5 application?

Currently, the cloud environment driver is NVIDIA GeForce Game Ready Driver 511, so a warning of an early graphics 
card driver version will pop up. In most cases, the application can still run normally after you click Confirm. If your 
application can run normally and you want to disable the warning, we recommend you modify the configuration 

parameter in the  ConsoleVariable.ini  file in the application package. For more information, see NVIDIA 

Driver Warning.
The cloud environment driver will be updated as soon as possible to solve this problem. If your application cannot run 
normally due to an early driver version, or if you have other questions, please contact us for assistance.

Unity Application Operations in the Cloud

The user presses and holds the left mouse button and drags the mouse to rotate the image 
angle on the local device, but why doesn't this operation take effect in the cloud?

This is generally because the cloud application doesn't hide the cursor when the user presses and holds the mouse to 
drag it.

Input Peripheral Device

Which peripheral device messages can be obtained by a cloud application?

https://forums.unrealengine.com/t/nvidia-driver-warning/65540/6
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Currently, a cloud application can get mouse, keyboard, and controller messages, and the business frontend can send 
mouse, keyboard, and controller messages to the cloud through a touchscreen or other input. For the specific 
implementation process, see the API documentation of the SDK for each client type:

JavaScript SDK 
SDK for Android
SDK for iOS

Process

Why does CAR start multiple processes?

Check whether processes in the process list are complete, and if yes, check whether the application starts multiple 
processes on its own.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49627
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49628
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49629

